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Sharing knowledge to 
achieve better outcomes 
Join the faculty that’s led by comissioners –  
sharing knowledge, expertise and steering policy



Sharing knowledge to  
achieve better outcomes

There's a reason why over 140 CCG's have joined our faculty. 
In an era of tight budgets and rising demand, those involved in 
commissioning are facing some tough decisions. Healthcare is 
becoming more and more expensive yet the quality of provision 
needs to improve. 

Our Commissioning Finance Faculty exists to support finance 
professionals working within this challenging commissioning 
environment. It gives your staff an opportunity to meet with peers, 
share expertise as well as influence policy and decision making. 

Not only does it give your team a platform for training and 
development, it gives your organisation a voice. It enables you 
to have your say about important issues and provide valuable 
input on policy. 

Your platform to share and influence... 

Directors’ forum 
These high level briefings have been developed to give partners 
an opportunity to network with peers in an informal, interactive 
environment. The forums are held throughout the year, are 
operated under the Chatham house rule and are addressed by 
influential leaders in the healthcare sector. 

Technical issues group 
The Technical issues group plays a key role in helping to 
influence policy. By engaging with NHS England, sharing 
expertise through technical working papers and providing 
guidance, we actively seek to inform policy decision-making. 

As part of this collective, your organisation can be kept up to 
date with the latest thinking by electing a senior member of 
your finance team to act as your technical representative.

Partnership benefits:
• Attendance at forums developed specifically for senior 

finance staff where you can hear eminent speakers 
share the latest insight on topical subjects

• Network with peers and exchange opinion about the 
latest thinking

• Access to HFMA’s webinars focused on commissioning

• Access to the faculty’s closed LinkedIn discussion group

• Exclusive access to faculty-specific content and 
supporting materials

• Significant discount on attendance at the annual 
HFMA Commissioning Finance conference
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A unique platform for shared insights 

Join over 140 CCG’s from across the UK as members 
of our dedicated commissioning faculty

Faculty events and networking opportunities exclusively 
for CCG’s

Shared expertise, collaboration and engagement 
across the sector

Have your say –  All our faculty forums operate under 
Chatham house rules
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To find out more about the benefits of joining 
the HFMA Commissioning Finance Faculty,  
please contact: 

Selma Naden  
Head of healthcare business development, hfma

  selma.naden@hfma.org.uk 
   0117 938 8974


